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Garretson Resolution Group Acquired by Epiq 

 
CINCINNATI – January 7, 2019 — Garretson Resolution Group (GRG), a tech-enabled, expert 

services provider of mass tort, class action and other high volume legal dispute resolutions 

announced today it has been acquired by Epiq, a global leader in the legal services industry.  

 

Founded in 1998 by Matt Garretson and Jason Wolf, GRG has been a leader in the mass tort 

and medical lien industry with unmatched expertise managing the complexities associated with 

healthcare lien resolution and settlement administration.  

 

“We have always believed GRG’s next strategic chapter should involve combining its market-

leading mass tort services with a market-leading class action and claims administrator, allowing 

our clients to benefit from broader expertise and increased economies of scale,” said Matt 

Garretson, GRG founder.  “We have long-admired Epiq and have discussed partnership 

numerous times over the past several years.  We are eager to become part of the Epiq family.” 

 

“GRG is a recognized expert and combining creates a more comprehensive solution and deeper 

bench of expertise in mass tort that we can now offer our clients,” said Bob Hopen, president 

Epiq class action and corporate restructuring.  

 

“As a combined organization, we are building a stronger future in this space together, while 

continuing to deliver excellence and greater scale to our clients,” said Jeff Elliott, president and 

chief executive officer, GRG. 

 

The companies will continue to operate with both the Epiq and GRG brands in place for a brief 

time while we focus on integrating operations in early 2019.   

 

 

About GRG 

Garretson Resolution Group a tech-enabled, expert services provider of mass tort, class action 

and other high volume legal dispute resolutions services to law firms and other parties.  Learn 

more at www.garretsongroup.com.  

 

About Epiq  

Epiq, a global leader in the legal services industry, takes on large-scale, increasingly complex 

tasks for corporate counsel, law firms, and business professionals with efficiency, clarity, and 

confidence. Clients rely on Epiq to streamline the administration of business operations, class 

action and mass tort, court reporting, eDiscovery, regulatory, compliance, restructuring, and 

bankruptcy matters. Epiq subject-matter experts and technologies create efficiency through 

expertise and deliver confidence to high-performing clients around the world. Learn more at  

www.epiqglobal.com. 
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